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Abstract

In this work we introduce some functions by using cocompact open sets and semi cocompact
open sets in m-structure space namely, m-coc-continuous, m-coc*-continuous, m-coc**continuous, m-coc-compact, m-s-coc-continuous, m-s-coc*-continuous, m-s-coc**-continuous
functions the relationships between these concepts have been studied also we give some facts,
examples and propositions to illustrate our results.
Keywords: m-compact,m-open,m-continuous.
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Introduction

Definition 1:
Let (X,mx) be an m-structure space, then a subset
A of X is said to be an mx-cocompact open set
(briefly m-coc-open set) if for every x A there
exists an mx-open set U
X and m-compact
subset K such that x
U
K
A, the
complement of mX-coc-open set is called mXcoc-closed set. The family of all mx-coc-open
sets in X is denoted by mk.

In the present paper by m-structure space we
mean minimal structure space,
said to be mx-open set, a function from mstructure space (X,mX) into an m-structure
(Y,mY) is said to be m-continuous if the inverse
image of every an my-open set in Y is an mxopen set in X [2], If (X, mX) is an m-structure
space and {U } µ mX such that {U } µ is a
cover to X, then
{U } µ is called an mX-open cover to X [3]. A
subset K of an m-structure space X is said to be
m-compact if every mx-open cover of K
reducible to a finite subcover [3], an m-structure
mX on a non-empty set X is said to have the
property ( ) if the union of any family of subsets
belong to mX belong to mX and said to have
property ( ) if the intersection of a finite number
of mX-open sets is mX-open [1]. In [5] the
authors define coc-open sets by the same context
we can define mx-open sets by using m-structure
spaces.

Proposition 1:
Let (X, mX) be an m-structure space, then mk
forms an m-structure space.
Proof:
U=X and K=

mk, to show that X mk, take
U-K X.

Remark 1:
Let X is an m-structure space then mx mk, i.e
every mx-open set is mx-coc-open set but the
converse may be not true.
Example 1:
Let (R, mind) be the indiscrete m-structure space
and Y =R {0} is not an m-open in (R, mind), but
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for each x Y there is an mx-open subset R of X
and K = {0, x+1} is an m-compact set (since K is
a finite set) and x R K Y. so Y is mx-cocopen set but not an mx-open.

2017

2. Every m-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function.
3. Every m-coc**-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function.
4. Every m-coc*-continuous function is mcoc**-continuous function.
5. Every m-coc-continuous function is m-coc**continuous function.
6. Every m-coc*-continuous function is mcontinuous function.
7. Every m-continuous function is m-coc**continuous.

Definition 2:
Let f be a function from an m-structure space
(X,mx) into an m-structure space (Y, mY), then f
is said to be m-coc-continuous function if the
inverse image of every mY-open set U in Y is
mx-coc-open in X.
Clearly, every m-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function but the converse may be not
true.

Proof (1):
Let U be an mY-open set in Y but every mY-open
set is mY-coc-open set and since f is m-coc*continuous function then f-1(U) is mX-open
which is an mX-coc-open set in X and so f is mcoc-continuous function.
By the same way we can prove the others. The
converse of (1) may not be true:-

Example 2:
Let f be the identity function from the indiscrete
m-structure space (R, mind), into the discrete mstructure space (R, mD) so f is m-coc-continuous
function but not m-continuous function.
Proposition 2:

-coc-continuous function from
m-structure space X into m-structure space Y
such that Y has the property ( ) then, f(m-coccl(A)) m-cl(f(A))

Example 3:
Let IX :(X, mx
ind) such that Ix(x)=x, for
each x X then Ix is m-coc-continuous function
but not m-coc*-continuous.

Proof:
Since Y has the property ( ) then m-cl(f(A)) is
mY-closed in Y but f is m-coc-continuous, then f1
(m-cl(f(A)) is m-coc-closed in X containing A,
i.e., A f-1(m-cl(f(A))) m-coc-cl(A) m-coccl(f-1(m-cl(f(A)))) f(m-coc-cl(A)) m-coc-cl(f(f1
(m-cl(f(A)))) m-cl(f(A)) f(m-coc-cl(A)) mcl(f(A)).

Definition 5:
A subset A of an m-structure (X, mx) is said to be
an mx-semi-open set in X (briefly mx-s-open set)
if A mx-cl(mx-int(A)).
So, every mx-open set is mX-s-open set but the
converse may be not being true.
Example 4:
Let R be the set of all real n
usual topological space so it is an m-structure
space,
R-s-open
set which is not mR-open set.

Definition 3:
Let f be a function from an m-structure space (X,
mx) into an m-structure space (Y, mY), then f is
said to be m-coc*-continuous function if the
inverse image of every mY-coc-open set U in Y
is mx-open in X.

Definition 6:
A subset A of an m-structure space (X, mX) is
said to be mx-semi cocompact open set (briefly
mx-s-coc-open set) if for every x A there exists
an mx-s-open set U
X and an m-compact
subset K such that x
U
K
A, the
complement of mx-s-coc-open set is called mx-scoc-closed set.

Definition 4:
Let f be a function from an m-structure space (X,
mx) into an m-structure space (Y, mY), then f is
said to be m-coc**-continuous function if the
inverse image of every mY-coc-open set U in Y
is mx-coc-open in X.

Definition 7:
Let f be a function from an m-structure space
(X,mx) into m-structure space (Y, mY) then f is

Propostions 3:
1. Every m-coc*-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function.
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1-the constant function is m-coc-continuous
function and so it is m-s-coc-continuous.
2-if X is the indiscrete m-structure space, then f
is m-coc-continuous and so it is an m-s-coccontinuous.

Definition 8:
Let f be a function from an m-structure space (X,
mx) into m-structure space (Y, mY), then f is said
to be an m-s-coc* continuous function if the
inverse image of any mY-s-coc-open set in Y is
mx-open set in X.

Example 6:
Let f: (X,mX)
ind), where (X, mX) & (Y,
mind) are m-structure spaces and f(x) = x, for
each x X, then f is m-continuous, since the only
my- open sets in Y are
so it is an m-coccontinuous & m-s-coc-continuous.

Definition 9:
Let f be a function from an m-structure space (X,
mx) into m-structure space (Y, mY), then f is said
to be an m-s-coc**-continuous function if the
inverse image of every mY-s-coc-open set in Y is
mx-s-coc-open set in X.

Remark 2:
Every m-coc*-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function but the convers may be not
true.

Propositions 4:
1. Every m-continuous function is m-s-coccontinuous function.
2. Every m-coc-continuous function is m-s-coccontinuous function.
3. Every m-s-coc*-continuous function is mcontinuous function.
4. Every m-coc*-continuous function is m-scoc-continuous function.
5. Every m-coc**-continuous function is m-scoc-continuous function.
6. Every m-s-coc*-continuous function is mcoc*-continuous function.
7. Every m-s-coc*-continuous function is mcoc**-continuous function.

Example 7:
Let IX : (X,mX)
ind) be a function such
that I(x)=x, for each x X, then IX is m-coccontinuous function but not m-coc*-continuous
function, also it is not an m-s*-coc-continuous
function.
Example 8:
Let f be a function from an m-structure space (X,
mD) into an m-structure space (Y,mY) where mD
is the discrete m-structure space, then f is
continuous since if U Y then f-1(U) is an open
subset of X, but X is the discrete space then f1
(U) is mX-open in X so it is mX-coc-open set and
mX-s-coc-open set therefore f is m-continuous
function and m-s-coc-continuous function.

Proof (1):
Let f be a continuous function from m-structure
space X into m-structure space Y, let U be mYopen subset of Y then f-1(U) is mX-open in X,
but every mX-open set is mX-coc-open, and since
every m-coc-open set is m-s-coc-open set then, f1(U) is mX-s-coc-open set in X, thus f is m-scoc-continuous function.
By the same way we can prove the others.

Remark 3:
Every subset of a discrete space X is mx-cocopen set and mx-s-coc-open set. Since every
subset of a discrete space is mx-open. On m-coccompact functions in [4], the author defines coccompact set, in this work by the same context we
can define m-coc-compact set by using mstructure spaces.

Example 5:
Let f :(X, mcof
ind), where X and Y are
m-structure spaces, mcof is the cofinite mstructure space, mind is the indiscrete m-structure
space and f(x)=c for each x X, then

Definition 10:
If (X, mX) is an m-structure space and {U } µ
mX such that {U } is a cover to X, then {U } µ
is called an mX-coc-open cover to X if every U
is an mX-coc-open set.
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Definition 11:
A subset A of an m-structure space X is said to
be m-coc-compact set if for every mX-coc-open
cover to A has a finite subcover.

subset of X so F is mx-open subset of X then X=
{U } µ but X is m{U }in but F
then F is
m-compact

Remarks 4:
1- Every coc-compact set is an m-coc-compact
set to the same topology.
2- every m-coc-compact set is an m-compact set
(since, if we suppose that A is an m-coc-compact
set, to show that it is m-compact, let {U } µ be
an mX-open cover to A but every mX-open set is
an mX-coc-open set so {U } µ is mX-coc-open
cover to A which is an mx-coc-compact set so
{U } µ is reducible to a finite subcover, that is,
A is an m-compact).

Propostion 6:
Let f: (X, mX
Y) be an m-coc-compact
function then if A is a closed subset of X, then
f|A: (A, mA
Y) is m-compact

Example 9:
Let (R, mind) be the indiscrete m-structure space,
then R is an m-compact space which is not an mcoc-compact space since any mX-open cover to R

Propostion 7:
Let X, Y and G be an m-structure spaces and f1:
(X, mX
Y) & f2: (Y, mY
G) be a
continuous functions, then
1- If f1 is an m-compact function and f2 is m-coccompact function then f2 f1 is an m-compact
function.
2- If f1 is m-coc-compact function and f2 is mcompact function then f2 f1 is m-coc-compact
function.
3- If f1 is m-compact function and f2 is mcompact function then f2 f1 is m-compact.

Proof:
let K be an m-compact subset of Y, then f-1(K) is
m-coc-compact subset of X, so f-1(K) is mcompact of X, but A is m-closed in X then f1
|A(K)=f-1
-compact subset of A,
and so f|A is an m-compact function.

mind) is m-compact but not m-coc-compact, that
is, if we take {x}x R is an mX-coc-open cover to
R we can not reduce it to a finite subcover.
Definition 12:
A function f from m-structure space (X, mX) into
m-structure space (Y, mY) is said to be mcompact function if f-1(K) is m-compact for
every m-compact set K in Y.

Proof:
1- Let K be an m-compact subset of G, then f21
(K) is an m-coc-compact subset of Y and so f21
(K) is an m-compact subset of Y, also f1 is an
m-compact function then f1-1(f2-1(K)) is an mcompact in X but f1-1(f2-1(K))=(f1 f2)-1(K)
therefore f1 f2 is an m-compact function.
2- Let M be an m-compact subset of G, then f21
(M) is an m-compact subset of Y, and since f1 is
m-coc-compact function then f1-1(f2-1(M)) is an
m-coc-compact in X, but f1-1(f2-1(M))=(f2 f1)1
(M) therefore f2 f1 is an m-coc-compact
function.
3- Let N be an m-compact subset of G, then f21
(N) is an m-compact subset of Y f1 is m-coccompact function f1-1(f2-1(N)) is an m-compact in
X, but f1-1(f2-1(N))=(f2 f1)-1(N) therefore f2 f1 is
an m-compact function.

Definition 13:
A function f from m-structure space (X, mX) into
m-structure space (Y, mY) is said to be m-coccompact function if f-1(M) is m-coc-compact for
every m-compact set M in Y.
Remark 5:
Every m-coc-compact function is m-compact
function but the converse is not true in general.
Example 10:
Let R be the set of all real numbers and let f: (R,
mind
R) be a function defined by f(x)=c
for each x R, then f is an m-compact function
but not an m-coc-compact function.
Proposition 5:
Every m-closed subset of an m-compact space is
also an m-compact.
Proof:
let F be an mx-closed subset of X, & let {U } µ
be an mx-open cover to F but F is an mx-closed

Conclusion

In our work we conclude the following results:
1. Every m-coc*-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function.
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2. Every m-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function.
3. Every m-coc**-continuous function is m-coccontinuous function.
4. Every m-continuous function is m-s-coccontinuous function.
5. Every m-coc-continuous function is m-s-coccontinuous function.
6. Every m-s-coc*-continuous function is mcontinuous function.
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